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Background 
Early detection of disease recurrence has been shown to improve survival in patients 
with colorectal cancer (CRC). Previous studies have analyzed circulating tumor DNA 
(ctDNA) to monitor tumor burden in CRC using small gene panels and ddPCR. Here, 
we use a personalized multiplex-PCR and NGS platform (SignateraTM RUO) to detect 
ctDNA in serially collected plasma samples to assess if ctDNA detection defines the 
subset of patients with high risk of recurrence both before and after adjuvant 
chemotherapy (ACT). 
 
Methods 
A cohort of 125 patients with stage I–III CRC, treated according to standard of care 
was analyzed. For each patient, tumor-specific panels of 16 mutations were designed 
using somatic mutation signatures obtained from WES. Plasma samples (n=795) 
collected pre- and post-surgery, and during ACT were analyzed. Recurrence-free 
survival was calculated for patients stratified by ctDNA status post-surgery (n=94) and 
post-ACT (n=58). 
 
Results 
ctDNA status after surgery, but prior to ACT, was assessed in 94 patients. Relapse 
was observed for 70% (7/10) of the ctDNA+, and only for 12% (10/84) of the ctDNA- 
patients. Effective ACT treatment was observed for 30% (3/10) of the post-operative 
ctDNA+ patients. These were consistently ctDNA- in post-ACT serially collected blood 
samples, and concordantly relapse free at end of follow-up. ctDNA status post-ACT 
was assessed in 58 patients. Radiologically confirmed relapse was observed for 100% 
(7/7) of the ctDNA+ and for 14% (7/51) of ctDNA- patients. On average ctDNA detected 
relapse 8.7 months earlier than standard-of-care CT-imaging 
 
Conclusions 
Serial post-operative ctDNA analysis enables stratification of patients into high or low 
recurrence risk subgroups, assessment of ACT treatment efficacy, and early 
detection of recurrence. Importantly, it also indicates that ACT can eliminate residual 
disease in up to 30% of the post- operative ctDNA+ patients and therefore can be a 
treatment option for ctDNA+ patients. In summary, ctDNA analysis has great 
potential to guide treatment decisions, both in the adjuvant and post-adjuvant 
settings. 
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